
SITE DESIGN
SITE MODIFIERS: PADS

In this chapter we are going to take a look at Pad and Pad with Retaining Edge site modifiers. The easiest way to 
describe what a Pad does is that it adjusts the elevation of a site within a defined area. Pad with Retaining Edge modifiers 
add an additional part that allows the terrain to be shaped around the pad. This gives precise control over cut and fill 
amounts. Pads can be used to grade areas for buildings, gazebos, hardscapes, sports fields, terraced areas, swimming 
pools, and many other applications.

First, we need to enable the Pad. Next, we need to specify an Elevation or use the Snap to Contour Elevation mode, to 
pick up the elevation of a contour on the site. We’ll use this mode. We're going to create a simple rectangular pad for this 
example.

To begin, we will go through the process of creating simple pad. We can create the pad either using the Site Modifier tool 
directly or by using the Create Objects from Shapes command, we'll convert a rectangle for this example.



We now have a Pad modifier. If we check the Object Info Palette, we see that it picked up the elevation from the 
converted rectangle. However, at the moment our site looks the same, we just see a red rectangle overtop of the site.

So, first let's make sure this pad is applied to the proposed model. As we can see in the Object Info Palette, it is currently 
set to Proposed. Next, we need to make sure the site model is displaying the proposed site. To check this, we need to 
select the Site Model and check the 2D and 3D Display settings in the Object Info Palette. We’ll change both of these to 
display Proposed Only. If you are not familiar with any of these Site Model settings or the difference between the existing 
and proposed site model, stop now and check out the previous Site Model chapters

This is because of two things: First, after any change to a site, it needs to be updated to show those changes. But, before 
we do that, we need to make sure we choose what part of the site we want to modify and make sure the Site Model is set 
to display that part of the model. For this pad, select Proposed.



Now that we have the pad set to proposed and our display set to proposed for our site model, we are ready to update the 
model and see the changes. With the Site Model selected, we just need to click the Update button in the Object Info 
Palette. After the update completes, we can see the 2D representation of the site model updates.

The contours have adjusted to the elevation of the pad. If we take a look in 3D, we see that the 3D representation 
updates as well. Remember, this Pad is currently adjusting the Proposed model, so if the 2D or 3D display is set to 
Existing Only, the changes will not display.

With the Site Modifier selected, we can adjust its settings through the Object Info Palette. We can adjust the Rotation, 
Simplification Tolerance, Configuration, Elevation, Slope, and what part of the model it applies to. Any changes will 
require the Site Model to be updated. For example, if we increase the elevation of the pad, we will need to update the site 
to see the changes. Before we take a closer look at slope options and calculation data, let's see how a Pad with Retaining 
Edge effects the site.



Pad with Retaining Edge modifiers work similar to Pads, in that they change the elevation of the model within the 
boundary of the object, but they an additional control. For comparison, let’s take a look at a Pad and Pad with Retaining 
Edge side by side. On the right we have a regular Pad Modifier, and on the left we have a Pad with Retaining Edge. To 
more easily see the difference between these modifiers, let’s take a look at the model in 3D.

Here we can really see the difference. The pad modifier is adjusting the site without any restriction to bring elevation down 
to the height of the pad. When we look at the Pad with Retaining Edge, we see what looks like a clean cut into the model, 
almost like a cookie cutter has removed a portion of the site. If we take a closer look at this modifier, we can see there are 
actually two parts to the object:

The lower object is the Pad itself and 
the upper object at the surface of the 
site is the retaining edge.

The retaining edge is maintaining the 
current elevation of the site up to the 
edge of the pad. Then the pad 
reduces the elevation of the site to the 
desired height. 

This tool is intended for foundations or 
even getting proper cut and fill for a 
patio or pathway.



Creating a Pad with Retaining Edge is the same as a Pad, the only difference is we will use the Retaining Edge 
configuration. The modifier can be created with the Site Modifier tool or generated from an existing shape using the 
Create Objects from Shapes command. In this case, we will draw a rectangle and convert it using the Create Objects 
from Shapes Command. We’ll choose the Pad with Retaining Edge configuration and set the same elevation we used for 
the Pad modifier.

So far, this process is the same as using a Pad. Next, we’ll update the Site Model. At the moment, there does not appear 
to be a big difference between the Pad modifier and the Pad with Retaining Edge, this is because we have not adjusting 
the Retaining Edge portion of the site modifier yet. 

As mentioned earlier, there is an additional component to this modifier. Currently, the Retaining Edge is at the same 
elevation of the pad, we need to adjust its elevation separately. This can be done in a few ways. Let’s start with one of the 
easiest methods:

First, we can Elevate the retaining edge - This will send each vertex of the retaining edge to current elevation of the site, 
essentially, each point of the object will move to the surface height directly above it.

Next, we can choose to Fit the retaining edge to the surface - This works similarly to the elevate option with one big 
difference. If the surface of the site varies, the retaining edge will conform to the surface. As needed, additional vertices 
will be added to the retaining edge and sent to the current elevation of the surface. This provides an exact fit to the 
current surface.

The last option will move the pad portion of the modifier to the surface, instead of the retaining edge
This moves the center of the pad to the current elevation of the surface at that point. This is useful when working on a 
slope. 

The Send to Surface command can be used to send the pad to the surface and then a second time to fit the retaining 
edge to the surface.

Using the Send to Surface command, we can move the 
Retaining Edge to the surface of the site. We want to run the 
Send to Surface command before adjusting the elevation of 
the site, so we will undo the update to the site, to get the 
original surface back. Now, we can send the retaining edge 
to the original surface of the model.

The Send to Surface command is found in the Landmark 
menu or under AEC > Terrain if you are in the Architect or 
Designer workspaces. There are a few options for how to 
adjust the modifier.



For more finite control, we can adjust the elevation of the Retaining Edge Modifier through the Object Info Palette or by 
using the Reshape tool. In the Move drop down we can choose between individual Retaining Modifier Vertices or entire 
Retaining Modifier Edge. This can also be achieved using the Reshape Tool. We can move, add, and remove vertices as 
needed.

Alright, we now have an idea how these two types of modifiers affect a site. However, as you may have noticed so far, all 
of the pads we have created have been flat. Rarely will any area on a site be perfectly flat. This would be a major 
drainage issue. For this reason, both the Pad and Pad with Retaining Edge Modifiers have slope options.

Now, that we have defined our slope 
percentage, we need to set the elevation 
reference and slope direction.

This is done by adjusting the slope control 
points in a Top/Plan view
With the site modifier selected, we can see 
the slope control points.

Both modifiers work similar, so we will focus 
on a regular pad modifier for this example. 
Currently, this pad has no slope. To give the 
pad a slope, we just need to choose a Slope 
Definition in the Object Info Palette. The 
slope can be defined by an angle, downward 
or upward grade percentage or ratio. This 
option just controls how the slope is 
displayed on the modifier.

The actual slope is set using either the 
Slope, Elevation at End, or Contour Angle 
fields. Entering a value in anyone of these 
fields will update the others. In this example, 
we will use the Downward Grade 
Percentage option and set the slope to 1%



The Reference Elevation control point is identified by the circle with a cross hair. This point identifies the spot on the pad 
that will be the start elevation. This is the set elevation of the pad.

The dotted line extending to two other control points, sets the angle of 
this contour
Typically, this will be along the edge of the pad but can be adjusted.

Finally, we need to set the direction of the slope. This is handled by the 
Slope Direction control point. This is indicated by the arrow marker. 
Move this arrow in the direction you want the slope to go.

We are ready to update the Site Model and see the changes. The model 
adjusts and we now have sloped pad:

Once, modifiers are added to a site, it is now 
possible to generate cut and fill calculations. 
This is done in the Object Info Palette, by 
setting the desired units and then clicking the 
Update cut and Fill Calculations button.

It’s a good idea to add your major site modifiers 
first, and then work with the cut and fill 
volumes. We will go over cut and fill in more 
detail in later chapters.

Finally, let’s go over a few thing to keep in mind when creating pad modifiers. First, there are a couple good rules to follow 
when creating pad site modifiers
Pads should never overlap.



Pads can be placed inside of another pad, but the boundaries should not touch or cross
If a pad does intersect another pad, a Modifier Conflict will occur. This will be displayed with a warning icon on the site 
and listed in the Object Info Palette. The only time the edge of one pad can touch the edge of another, is if the elevation 
of those two edges are the same.

Also, remember some plug-in objects, like Hardscapes, can have pad site modifiers. Keep this mind when creating 
addition pad modifiers.

Whenever placing modifiers that grade the site, we always want to limit the effect of those modifiers on the site. We do 
not want a change in one area, affecting the grade of the entire site.

This is handled by Grade Limit Site Modifiers, which we are going to cover in the next chapter.
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